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Znakomicie napisana, fascynuj?ca biografia Steve’a Jobsa, która rozprawia si?
ze stereotypowym postrzeganiem Steve’a Jobsa jako geniusza i drania. Droga
Steve’a Jobsa odpowiada na fundamentalne pytanie o ?ycie i karier?
wspó?za?o?yciela i prezesa firmy Apple: jakim sposobem m?ody cz?owiek,
lekkomy?lny i arogancki a? do tego stopnia, ?e wyrzucono go z w?asnego
przedsi?biorstwa, sta? si? jednym z najbardziej skutecznych i wizjonerskich
przywódców biznesowych naszych czasów? Opieraj?c si? na obszernych
wywiadach z osobami z najbli?szego kr?gu Jobsa, cz?onkami rodziny,
przyjació?mi i konkurentami, uznani dziennikarze – Brent Schlender i Rick Tetzeli
– portretuj? Steve’a w ?wietle wydobywaj?cym o wiele wi?cej odcieni i
szczegó?ów ni? opublikowane dotychczas biografie. Przeprowadzaj?c dog??bn?
i zajmuj?c? analiz? pocz?tków kariery Jobsa, Schlender i Tetzeli tworz? solidny
fundament opowie?ci o skomplikowanej, usianej przeciwno?ciami drodze, któr? w
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poszukiwaniu nowej biznesowej to?samo?ci pod??a? wspó?twórca Apple’a.
Ewolucja Jobsa, która rozpocz??a si? od za?o?enia firmy NeXT i przyspieszy?a
po zakupie Pixara w 1986 roku, to historia wzlotów i upadków, przeb?ysków
geniuszu i b??dów, a tak?e niesamowitych, szcz??liwych zbiegów okoliczno?ci.
Sam Jobs nie przepada? za ogl?daniem si? za siebie i roztrz?saniem minionych
wydarze?; tymczasem – jak pokazuj? autorzy – dopiero taka retrospekcja
pozwala odkry? niewidoczne na pierwszy rzut oka wp?ywy, które przyczyni?y si?
do jego pó?niejszego sukcesu. Jobs przej?? wiele umiej?tno?ci mened?erskich
od Eda Catmulla, prezesa Pixara; dojrza?, staj?c si? po raz drugi ojcem na
pocz?tku lat dziewi??dziesi?tych; wykorzysta? szlak, jaki swoimi biznesowymi
osi?gni?ciami przetar? na rynku komputerów osobistych Bill Gates; sporo te?
zawdzi?cza? skupionej wokó? siebie ekipie lojalnych mened?erów, któr?
starannie os?ania? przed pras?. Jak twierdzi ?ona Jobsa, Laurene, Steve by?
„nieustannie ucz?c? si? maszyn?”; edukacja ta trwa?a zreszt? przez ca?y czas
po powrocie do Apple’a w 1997 roku. Schlender i Tetzeli dobitnie dowodz?, ?e
zdumiewaj?cy sukces Jobsa ma o wiele bardziej z?o?one przyczyny ni? samo
skoncentrowanie si? na w?a?ciwych, trafionych marketingowo produktach –
iMacach, iPodach, iPhone’ach i iPadach. Od powrotu do Apple’a Jobs stawa?
si? coraz mniej niecierpliwy i coraz wi?kszym zaufaniem obdarza? osoby z
najbli?szego otoczenia. Odbudowywa? firm? stopniowo, nie staraj?c si? za
wszelk? cen? poszukiwa? pomys?ów na prze?omowe, ol?niewaj?ce produkty.
Jego nowy, dojrza?y styl zarz?dzania po??czony z nies?abn?c? pasj?
zaowocowa? stworzeniem przedsi?biorstwa niepodobnego do innych. Autorzy
opisuj? równie? bardzo osobiste i za?y?e relacje, jakie Steve utrzymywa? z
nieliczn? grup? najbli?szych sobie osób, odkrywaj?c t? stron? natury Jobsa, o
jakiej dot?d niewiele si? pisa?o. Droga Steve’a Jobsa to bogata w szczegó?y i
pasjonuj?ca opowie??, która w znacznym stopniu zmienia postrzeganie i ocen?
niezwykle barwnej i inspiruj?cej postaci naszych czasów, twórcy jednej z
najcenniejszych i najs?ynniejszych marek na ?wiecie – firmy Apple. Droga
Steve’a Jobsa to fantastyczna ksi??ka! Pracowa?em ze Steve’em przesz?o
dwadzie?cia pi?? lat, dlatego z przekonaniem mog? powiedzie?, ?e jej autorzy
pasjonuj?co i z wielk? staranno?ci? opisali rozwój i niezwykle z?o?ony charakter
tej naprawd? wyj?tkowej postaci. Mam wielk? nadziej?, ?e ta biografia zostanie
uznana za wyczerpuj?c? i ostateczn? opowie?? o ?yciu Jobsa. Ed Catmull,
prezes Walt Disney and Pixar Animation Studios
Rejecting Rejection is a quality that is possessed by all super successful
people.The book include several stories of people whose lives were transformed
because they Rejected Rejection.Your SUCCESS start HERE!
A thought-provoking analysis of how the acquisition and utilization of information
has determined the course of history over the past five centuries and shaped the
world as we know it todaydiv /DIV
Winner of a 2013 CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title Award The third edition of
a groundbreaking reference, The Human-Computer Interaction Handbook:
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Fundamentals, Evolving Technologies, and Emerging Applications raises the bar
for handbooks in this field. It is the largest, most complete compilation of HCI
theories, principles, advances, case st
Presents an illustrated A-Z encyclopedia containing approximately 600 entries on
computer and technology related topics.
Creativity is an acquired skill, one that improves with practice. Cracking the
Creativity Code shows you how! This book provides a proven method for
generating world-changing ideas. It empowers individuals who have given up on
their innate creativity, who believe that they have lost their creative powers
through years of disuse. In a light, entertaining style, the authors describe their
unique, structured approach to creativity. To bring the reader closer to this lost
art, the authors present a ‘Zoom in, Zoom out, Zoom in’ technique to make
‘creation’ more accessible to everyone. Reinvigorate your personal creativity
machines—once turned on, it will generate an unending stream of novel ideas that
can change the world.
This second edition of The Human-Computer Interaction Handbook provides an
updated, comprehensive overview of the most important research in the field,
including insights that are directly applicable throughout the process of
developing effective interactive information technologies. It features cutting-edge
advances to the scientific
A USA Today New and Noteworthy Title “You’ll tell me if it ever starts getting
genuinely insane, right?”—Elon Musk, TED interview Hamish McKenzie tells how a
Silicon Valley start-up's wild dream came true. Tesla is a car company that stood up
against not only the might of the government-backed Detroit car manufacturers but also
the massive power of Big Oil and its benefactors, the infamous Koch brothers. The
award-winning Tesla Model 3, a premium mass-market electric car that went on sale in
2018, has reconfigured the popular perception of Tesla and continues to transform the
public's relationship with motor vehicles—much like Ford's Model T did nearly a century
ago. At the same time, company CEO Elon Musk courts controversy and spars with
critics through his Twitter account, just as Tesla's ever-increasing debt teeters on junk
bond status.... As McKenzie's rigorously reported account shows, Tesla has triggered
frenzied competition from newcomers and traditional automakers alike, but it retains an
edge because of its expansive infrastructure and the stupendous battery factory it built
in the Nevada desert. The popularity of electric cars is growing around the world,
especially in China, and McKenzie interviews little-known titans who have the money
and the market access to power a global electric car revolution quickly and decisively.
Insane Mode started off as a feature on the dual-motor Tesla Model S, which gave the
car Ferrari-like acceleration, but it's also the perfect description of the operating cycle of
a company that has sworn it won't rest until every car on the road is electric. Here is a
story about the very best kind of American ingenuity and its history-making potential.
Buckle up!
Assesses Apple's impact on society, technology, processes, and methods; shows how
Apple beat the competition in selected markets; details financial results over the years;
and, predicts Apple's future prospects and successes. In addition, the author offers
special features that include a look at the colourful people associated with Apple,
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interesting trivia, an Apple time line, a focus on products, and where the company is
headed
In the early twentieth century, the magic of radio was new, revolutionary, and poorly
understood. A powerful symbol of modernity, radio was a site where individuals
wrestled and came to terms with an often frightening wave of new mass technologies.
Radio was the object of scientific investigation, but more importantly, it was the domain
of tinkerers, “hackers,” citizen scientists, and hobbyists. This book shows how this wild
and mysterious technology was appropriated by ordinary individuals in Germany in the
first half of the twentieth century as a leisure activity. Clubs and hobby organizations
became the locus of this process, providing many of the social structures within which
individuals could come to grips with radio, apart from any media institution or
government framework. In so doing, this book uncovers the vital but often overlooked
social context in which technological revolutions unfold.
In Steve Jobs and Philosophy sixteen philosophers take a close look at the inspiring yet
often baffling world of Steve Jobs. What can we learn about business ethics from the
example of Jobs? What are the major virtues of a creative innovator? How could Jobs
successfully defy and challenge conventional business practices? How did Jobs
combine values and attitudes previously believed to be unmixable? What does it really
mean to “think different”? Can entrepreneurs be made or are they just born? If Jobs
didn’t make any major inventions, just what was his contribution? How is Jobs’s life
illuminated by Buddhism? How does a counter-culture transform mainstream culture?
What does Jobs teach us about the notions of simplicity and functionality in design?
How do Jobs’s achievements alter the way we think about technology in relation to
human life? The chapters cover vital issues in ethics, business, aesthetics, and
technology. They are followed by a fascinating appendix listing all the philosophers
mentioned in the book, along with explanations of their lives and key themes in their
thoughts. Steve Jobs and Philosophy is aimed at readers interested Jobs himself, in
entrepreneurship, in technology, culture, and values.
Explores the theme of "resources" in entrepreneurship, and examines entrepreneurs
that persevere in uncertain times to build new businesses. The different perspectives
gathered in this volume present new ways of thinking about how entrepreneurs acquire,
borrow, and make use of resources in seemingly impossible environments.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Power????
????????
Revolution in The ValleyThe Insanely Great Story of How the Mac Was Made"O'Reilly
Media, Inc."
Based on more than 40 interviews with Jobs conducted over two years--as well as
interviews with more than 100 family members, friends, adversaries, competitors, and
colleagues--Isaacson has written a riveting story of the roller-coaster life and searingly
intense personality of a creative entrepreneur whose passion for perfection and
ferocious drive revolutionized six industries: personal computers, animated movies,
music, phones, tablet computing, and digital publishing.
The changing environment in higher education requires different approaches to be
taken to the provision of professional support services. This may result in the
development of outsourced shared services, the convergence of many different studentfacing services or the development of more active collaborative networks. This
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collection of essays considers the changing context and broad principles affecting the
ways in which we need to manage and provide services and offers case studies of
changes that have already taken place. This book recognizes and uncovers the
innovations that leaders and practitioners are implementing to transform and develop
the provision of sustainable and creative support services. Such innovations are
resulting in diverse models of service delivery and the development of more active
collaborative networks and commercial partnerships. The essays are drawn from a
broad spectrum of professionals working inside and outside library and information
services as well as those responsible for leading multiply converged or joint service
teams. Key topics include: The changing higher education context and how to build
service success in uncertain times Connecting with the student perspective Working
with professional associations Culture, values and change: observations from three
consortia in Canada Managing complex change collaboratively and creatively Leaders
and influencing skills of the future The role of technology in enabling collaboration and
the role of shared data in extending the library?s value Space: changing the boundaries
and the communal nature of the academic library Collaborative service provision
through super-convergence Joint use libraries and transformational change.
Readership: Library leaders and practitioners and students of LIS.|The changing
environment in higher education requires different approaches to be taken to the
provision of professional support services. This may result in the development of
outsourced shared services, the convergence of many different student-facing services
or the development of more active collaborative networks. This collection of essays
considers the changing context and broad principles affecting the ways in which we
need to manage and provide services and offers case studies of changes that have
already taken place. This book recognizes and uncovers the innovations that leaders
and practitioners are implementing to transform and develop the provision of
sustainable and creative support services. Such innovations are resulting in diverse
models of service delivery and the development of more active collaborative networks
and commercial partnerships. The essays are drawn from a broad spectrum of
professionals working inside and outside library and information services as well as
those responsible for leading multiply converged or joint service teams. Key topics
include: • The changing higher education context and how to build service success in
uncertain times • Connecting with the student perspective • Working with professional
associations • Culture, values and change: observations from three consortia in
Canada • Managing complex change collaboratively and creatively • Leaders and
influencing skills of the future • The role of technology in enabling collaboration and the
role of shared data in extending the library’s value • Space: changing the boundaries
and the communal nature of the academic library • Collaborative service provision
through super-convergence • Joint use libraries and transformational change.
Readership: Library leaders and practitioners and students of LIS.
For power users who want to modify Tiger, the new release of Mac OS X, this book
takes them deep inside Mac OS X's core, revealing the inner workings of the system.
Industrial workers, not just peasants, played an essential role in the Mexican
Revolution. Tracing the introduction of mechanized industry into the Orizaba Valley,
Aurora Gómez-Galvarriato argues convincingly that the revolution cannot be
understood apart from the Industrial Revolution, and thus provides a fresh perspective
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on both transformations.
How the computer became universal. Over the past fifty years, the computer has been
transformed from a hulking scientific supertool and data processing workhorse, remote
from the experiences of ordinary people, to a diverse family of devices that billions rely
on to play games, shop, stream music and movies, communicate, and count their
steps. In A New History of Modern Computing, Thomas Haigh and Paul Ceruzzi trace
these changes. A comprehensive reimagining of Ceruzzi's A History of Modern
Computing, this new volume uses each chapter to recount one such transformation,
describing how a particular community of users and producers remade the computer
into something new. Haigh and Ceruzzi ground their accounts of these computing
revolutions in the longer and deeper history of computing technology. They begin with
the story of the 1945 ENIAC computer, which introduced the vocabulary of "programs"
and "programming," and proceed through email, pocket calculators, personal
computers, the World Wide Web, videogames, smart phones, and our current world of
computers everywhere--in phones, cars, appliances, watches, and more. Finally, they
consider the Tesla Model S as an object that simultaneously embodies many strands of
computing.
Good leaders become great by skillfully managing their own vulnerabilities Leadership
Blindspots: How Successful Leaders Identify and Overcome the Weaknesses That
Matter is a comprehensive guide to recognizing and acting on the weak points that can
impair effectiveness, diminish results, and harm a career. Written by a 30-year veteran
of the leadership consulting industry and author of Trust in the Balance, the book
contains examples, worksheets and surveys that illustrate the practical application of
the advice presented. An online questionnaire helps readers discover their own
leadership vulnerabilities, and the book provides a roadmap for creating a targeted plan
to increase their awareness in the areas that truly matter. The blindspot risk is that
leaders fail to respond to weaknesses or threats due to a variety of factors including the
complexity of their organizations, over-confidence in their own capabilities, and being
surrounded by deferential subordinates. Leadership Blindspots provides a useful model
for understanding how blindspots operate and why they persist, but at the same time
suggests real, actionable steps to improvement. The book details a range of techniques
that make blindspots stand out in sharp relief, so action can be taken before severe
damage occurs – to a leader or his or her company. Topics include: A framework to
understand the threats posed by blindspots The four most important types of blindspots
– self, team, company and markets Detailed case studies of blindspots in leaders
across a variety of industries A summary of the most common leadership blindspots
Corrective practices that help mitigate the risks that blindspots pose The one
characteristic great leaders share is the constant desire for self-improvement. Good can
always be better. These weaknesses and threats are called blindspots because they
are invisible to the individual but have the potential to wreak havoc on one's reputation
and long-term success. Identifying and fixing crucial problems is the leader's job, and
sometimes the most debilitating problems are with the leaders themselves. Leadership
Blindspots: How Successful Leaders Identify and Overcome the Weaknesses That
Matter is the first step toward owning and addressing one's vulnerabilities and, as a
result, becoming a more effective leader.
?? ?????? ???????? ????? ????? ?????????, ??????????, ???????, ????????,
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???????????? ??????? ?????????? ??????????, ? ?? ?????? ????????, ????? ? ??? ???
?????? ????? ?????????. ???? ?????????????????? ? ??????????? ???????? ??
???????? ???? ?????. ????? ???????????? '????, ?????? ? ??????'.
How America's individual inventors persisted alongside corporate R&D labs as an
important source of inventions. During the nineteenth century, heroic individual
inventors such as Thomas Edison and Alexander Graham Bell created entirely new
industries while achieving widespread fame. However, by 1927, a New York Times
editorial suggested that teams of corporate scientists at General Electric, AT&T, and
DuPont had replaced the solitary "garret inventor" as the wellspring of invention. But
these inventors never disappeared. In this book, Eric Hintz argues that lesser-known
inventors such as Chester Carlson (Xerox photocopier), Samuel Ruben (Duracell
batteries), and Earl Tupper (Tupperware) continued to develop important technologies
throughout the twentieth century. Moreover, Hintz explains how independent inventors
gradually fell from public view as corporate brands increasingly became associated with
high-tech innovation. Focusing on the years from 1890 to 1950, Hintz documents how
American independent inventors competed (and sometimes partnered) with their
corporate rivals, adopted a variety of flexible commercialization strategies, established
a series of short-lived professional groups, lobbied for fairer patent laws, and mobilized
for two world wars. After 1950, the experiences of independent inventors generally
mirrored the patterns of their predecessors, and they continued to be overshadowed
during corporate R&D's postwar golden age. The independents enjoyed a resurgence,
however, at the turn of the twenty-first century, as Apple's Steve Jobs and Shark Tank's
Lori Greiner heralded a new generation of heroic inventor-entrepreneurs. By recovering
the stories of a group once considered extinct, Hintz shows that independent inventors
have long been—and remain—an important source of new technologies.
In 2004, Android was two people who wanted to build camera software. But they
couldn't get investors interested. Today, Android is a large team at Google, shipping an
operating system (including camera software) to over three billion devices worldwide.
This is the inside story, told by the people who made it happen. “What are the essential
ingredients that lead a small team to build software at the sheer scale and impact of
Android? We may never fully know, but this first person account is probably the closest
set of clues we have.” –Dave Burke, VP of Android Engineering “Androids captures a
strong picture of what the early development of Android, as well as the Android team,
was like.” –Dianne Hackborn, Android Framework Engineer “Androids is the engaging
tale of a motley group of coders with a passion to make insanely great products who
banged out the operating system when that idea seemed nuts. True to his geek genes,
Chet Haase tells this remarkable tale of technical and business success from the
trenches, an inspiring, massive collective effort of dozens of programmers who flipped
their seemingly late timing to their advantage, and presaged a generation of platform
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builders. Read Androids to discover what it takes to create a hot tech team that shipped
a product running today on more than 3 billion devices.” –Jonathan Littman, co-author
of The Entrepreneurs Faces: How Makers, Visionaries and Outsiders Succeed, and
author of The Fugitive Game All profits from the book will be donated to charity.

A cutting†‘edge media history on a perennially fascinating topic, which attempts
to answer the crucial question: Who is in charge, the servant or the master?†‹
Though classic servants like the butler or the governess have largely vanished,
the Internet is filled with servers: web, ftp, mail, and others perform their daily
drudgery, going about their business noiselessly and unnoticed. Why then are
current†‘day digital drudges called servers? Markus Krajewski explores this
question by going from the present back to the Baroque to study historical
aspects of service through various perspectives, be it the servants’ relationship
to architecture or their function in literary or scientific contexts. At the intersection
of media studies, cultural history, and literature, this work recounts the gradual
transition of agency from human to nonhuman actors to show how the concept of
the digital server stems from the classic role of the servant.
Describes the development of the Apple Macintosh through a variety of
anecdotes, photographs, and sketches.
Typical of other works of this genre, Picturesque Burlington sets out to paint an
attractive image of "one of the loveliest cities on the continent," but despite its
booster-like tone, the volume does present one of the era's fullest descriptions of
the city of Burlington, Vermont and its history.
America is the first world power to inhabit an immense land mass open at both
ends to the world’s two largest oceans—the Atlantic and the Pacific. This gives
America a great competitive advantage often overlooked by Atlanticists, whose
focus remains overwhelmingly fixed on America’s relationship with Europe.
Bruce Cumings challenges the Atlanticist perspective in this innovative new
history, arguing that relations with Asia influenced our history greatly. Cumings
chronicles how the movement westward, from the Middle West to the Pacific, has
shaped America’s industrial, technological, military, and global rise to power. He
unites domestic and international history, international relations, and political
economy to demonstrate how technological change and sharp economic growth
have created a truly bicoastal national economy that has led the world for more
than a century. Cumings emphasizes the importance of American encounters
with Mexico, the Philippines, and the nations of East Asia. The result is a
wonderfully integrative history that advances a strong argument for a dual
approach to American history incorporating both Atlanticist and Pacificist
perspectives.
No existe un Steve Jobs, sino que debemos hablar de cuatro Jobs (el joven
indeciso que no sabe qué hacer con su vida, el fundador de Apple, el hijo
pródigo propietario de Pixar y su regreso triunfal a la marca de la manzana con
el lanzamiento del iPod, el iPhone y el iPad). En todas sus vidas el éxito ha sido
el denominador común, un éxito alcanzado gracias a un talento desmesurado,
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un carisma arrollador y una dedicación absoluta a la persecución de sus
objetivos. Sin duda una obra de referencia sobre uno de los grandes genios de
nuestra época.
This work proposes four essential elements of resilience and it shows how
resilience builders masterfully use these elements to build firms that are impactresistant growth generators. In the "Wisdom of Resilience Builders, " Rick Tirrell
reveals the skills of these remarkable leaders and shows how they build the
world's most durable organizations. Their unique abilities can be imitated by all
who have enough curiosity to read this book and the patience to guide their firms
carefully.
A systematic look at how relationships determine the success of leaders and their
enterprises, along with tools to help strengthen and change them Since time
immemorial, relationships have determined the fate of leaders. But today they are
more critical to success than ever. No longer can leaders count on long time
horizons or sloppy competition to make up for the inefficiencies that poor
relationships create. Leaders must make decisions and take actions quickly and
well with others, even those with whom they share very little?perhaps not even a
time zone. This new world puts relationships at the center of what leaders must
understand and master to succeed. Uses in-depth observational studies and
clinical research to explore how relationships at the top of organizations work,
develop, and change Shows how to understand, strengthen, and transform these
relationships, so they can withstand the most intense pressures and conflicts
This important book features a Foreword by Peter Senge, author of The Fifth
Discipline.
This newly revised and expanded second edition of the popular Artech House
title, Fuzzing for Software Security Testing and Quality Assurance, provides
practical and professional guidance on how and why to integrate fuzzing into the
software development lifecycle. This edition introduces fuzzing as a process,
goes through commercial tools, and explains what the customer requirements
are for fuzzing. The advancement of evolutionary fuzzing tools, including
American Fuzzy Lop (AFL) and the emerging full fuzz test automation systems
are explored in this edition. Traditional software programmers and testers will
learn how to make fuzzing a standard practice that integrates seamlessly with all
development activities. It surveys all popular commercial fuzzing tools and
explains how to select the right one for software development projects. This book
is a powerful new tool to build secure, high-quality software taking a weapon from
the malicious hacker’s arsenal. This practical resource helps engineers find and
patch flaws in software before harmful viruses, worms, and Trojans can use
these vulnerabilities to rampage systems. The book shows how to make fuzzing
a standard practice that integrates seamlessly with all development activities.
Poutav? napsaná kniha, která m?ní zažitý zp?sob vnímání jedné z nejp?sobiv?jších
osobností moderní historie. Zcela vyvrací pohled na Steva Jobse jako na ?lov?ka
navždy ustrnulého mezi nepopiratelnou genialitou a nezvladatelným hulvátstvím. Nabízí
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odpov?? na základní otázku o životní dráze a karié?e spoluzakladatele a šéfa Applu:
Jak se bezohledný a arogantní mladík, jehož se rad?ji zbavila i spole?nost, kterou sám
založil, mohl nakonec stát nejúsp?šn?jším firemním lídrem a vizioná?em sou?asnosti?
Noviná?ští matado?i Brent Schlender a Rick Tetzeli m?li možnost ?erpat z jedine?ného
a nez?ídka i exkluzivního p?ístupu ke Stevovi, díky n?muž jsou schopni vypov?d?t
autentický p?íb?h: p?íb?h ?lov?ka potýkajícího se se svými nedostatky, jenž se teprve
postupem ?asu nau?il pln? využívat i svých p?edností. Jejich pestré a podmanivé
vypráv?ní je plné dosud nezve?ejn?ných p?íhod a vzpomínek lidí, kte?í Jobse znali
nejlépe a rozhodli se autor?m otev?ít – jde p?edevším o jeho rodinu, bývalé nejbližší
spolupracovníky a ?leny vedení spole?ností Apple, Pixar a Disney. Sám Brent znal
Jobse osobn? déle než ?tvrt století a mohl text podpo?it mnohými rozhovory
uskute?n?nými oficiáln? i mimo záznam. Díky tomu nabízí tato kniha mnohem hlubší a
osobn?jší portrét Steva Jobse než jeho ostatní životopisy. Sám Jobs se za pr?b?hem
své životní dráhy ohlížel nerad. Schlender a Tetzeli se tohoto úkolu ale chopili a
odhalují skryté vlivy, které utvá?ely Jobsovy pozd?jší úsp?chy. Popisují klí?ové období,
kdy se Steve u?il nezbytným manažerským dovednostem u prezidenta Pixaru Eda
Catmulla. Ukazují, jak ho otcovství na po?átku devadesátých let p?ivedlo k vnit?ní
vyzrálosti. Objas?ují, jak mu úsp?ch Billa Gatese a Microsoftu po návratu do jeho
mate?ské firmy otev?el cestu k záchran? Applu. A v neposlední ?ad? poodhalují i
nepochybné zásluhy výjime?ného týmu vrcholných manažer?, které Jobs p?ed noviná?i
skrýval po celá desetiletí. Schlender a Tetzeli nenechávají ?tená?e na pochybách, že
za Jobsovým ohromujícím úsp?chem stojí mnohem víc než jen výb?r t?ch pravých
výrobk? – iMacu, iPodu, iPhonu a iPadu. Postupem ?asu se stával trp?liv?jším, nau?il
se d?v??ovat svým nejbližším koleg?m a místo d?ív?jších tendencí vsadit vše na
oslnivé a p?evratné produkty za?al firmu budovat krok za krokem. Díky kombinaci
tohoto nového a dosp?lejšího p?ístupu k ?ízení firmy a houževnatého zanícení pro v?c
dokázal stvo?it naprosto jedine?nou spole?nost. Auto?i popisují i d?v?rný a hluboký
vztah, jenž si Jobs vyp?stoval k nepo?etné skupin? lidí ve svém okolí, a odhalují tak
stránku jeho osobnosti, s níž se ?tená?i dosud nem?li možnost setkat.
Discussion of the current Information Revolution tends to focus on technological
developments in information and communication and overlooks both the human labour
involved in the development, maintenance and daily use of information and
communication technologies (ICTs), and the consequences of the implementation of
these ICTs for the position and divisions of labour. This volume aims to redress this
imbalance by exploring the role, position and divisions of information and
communication labour in the broadest sense through periods of revolutionary
technological change.
Amazon.com?????? Top1 ???50?????????????? ????
?????????????????????????????? ?????? ???????????????? ????????????????????
??…… ???????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
???Airbnb?????????????6%?12%?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??50?????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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“This book contains everything you need to know to create awesome, life-altering
applications. . . . I pride myself on knowing a lot about design, but when reading this
book, I probably didn’t encounter a single page that didn’t offer at least one interesting
idea, new concept, or clever design technique. It’s also written in a way that prevents
you from putting it down. . . . You’re in for a treat.” –From the Foreword by LUKAS
MATHIS, author of ignorethecode.net Transform Your Ideas into Intuitive, Delightful iOS
Apps! As an app developer, you know design is important. But where do you start?
Learning iOS Design will help you think systematically about the art and science of
design, and consistently design apps that users will appreciate–and love. Pioneering
Omni Group user experience expert William Van Hecke first explains what design really
means, and why effective app design matters so much. Next, using a sample concept,
he walks through transforming a vague idea into a fleshed-out design, moving from
outlines to sketches, wireframes to mockups, prototypes to finished apps. Building on
universal design principles, he offers practical advice for thinking carefully, critically,
and cleverly about your own projects, and provides exercises to guide you step-by-step
through planning your own app’s design. An accompanying website
(learningiosdesign.com) provides professional-grade sketches, wireframes, and
mockups you can study and play with to inspire your own new project. Coverage
includes Planning and making sense of your app idea Exploring potential approaches,
styles, and strategies Creating more forgiving, helpful, and effective interactions
Managing the constraints of the iOS platform (or any platform) Crafting interfaces that
are graceful, gracious, and consistently enjoyable to use Balancing concerns such as
“focus versus versatility” and “friction versus guidance” Understanding why all designs
are compromises–and how to find the best path for your own app Register your book at
informit.com/register to gain access to a supplemental chapter in which Bill Van Hecke
discusses the design changes made in iOS 7.
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Accompanied by diagrams and sidebars offering practical steps, visual case studies
and first-person essays, this ultimate guide to preparing for the next wave of technology
exposes the limitations of current technology to inspire readers to meet the coming
technological challenges.
The companion book to an upcoming museum exhibition of the same name, Places of
Invention seeks to answer timely questions about the nature of invention and
innovation: What is it about some places that sparks invention and innovation? Is it
simply being at the right place at the right time, or is it more than that? How does
“place”—whether physical, social, or cultural—support, constrain, and shape innovation?
Why does invention flourish in one spot but struggle in another, even very similar
location? In short: Why there? Why then? Places of Invention frames current and
historic conversation on the relationship between place and creativity, citing extensive
scholarship in the area and two decades of investigation and study from the National
Museum of American History’s Lemelson Center for the Study of Invention and
Innovation. The book is built around six place case studies: Hartford, CT, late 1800s;
Hollywood, CA, 1930s; Medical Alley, MN, 1950s; Bronx, NY,1970s; Silicon Valley, CA,
1970s–1980s; and Fort Collins, CO, 2010s. Interspersed with these case studies are
dispatches from three “learning labs” detailing Smithsonian Affiliate museums’ work
using Places of Invention as a model for documenting local invention and innovation.
Written by exhibition curators, each part of the book focuses on the central thesis that
invention is everywhere and fueled by unique combinations of creative people, ready
resources, and inspiring surroundings. Like the locations it explores, Places of Invention
shows how the history of invention can be a transformative lens for understanding local
history and cultivating creativity on scales of place ranging from the personal to the
national and beyond.
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